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you have Party (and some backup adventurers), you enter the main loop that is explore, map, kill monsters, return, sell items and drops and finally update and buy equipment to help you advance. It does not expect a deep narrative here, because exploitation and mazes are the true meat and potatoes of the nexus. Although this reuses a lot of previous
games together with many new things that are only in Nexus, there is an interesting turnaround in many older things. Previous games mazes will remember these games, but not playing the same. The enemies, the super enemies that are visible on maps and the ones you actively avoid initially, still very scary at the same time on games for me.
Studying your patterns is essential to progress. Outside the main flow of "Lecture", there are many parallel missions that you can take from the tavern, which are worth your time for the item and the rewards of money. It's not a lot of point to get an enemy if you don't have the money to buy the arranged weapon after defeating an estiast? While you
do not need to map each floor of the maze, you are rewarded for effort. Speaking of mapping, it is the best that was already with everything new in previous games and some more improvements that make it much more rudely. Having it to points of interest, such as shortcuts or baã, change when you have unlocked them never aging and probably one
of the best addictions that the franchise has seen in the last games. If you are a fan of spending time designing maps, you can activate the automatic mapping that does a good job when maping things around you. By the contrary of most recent 3DS games, the Ethrian Odyssey Nexus supports 3D. I know a lot of people probably don't care more about
it, but seeing the beautiful 3D mazes are always the way. Normally, I keep the configuration etra etra A .ol- ¡Ãgilsed ed setna orietni radna mu is is always strong and it looks super in 3D. The UI is as strong as it has ever been with a lovely combination of green and blue throughout. Yuzo Koshiro¢ÃÂÂs soundtrack here uses a lot more distorted guitar
than expected and it is awesome. One of the tunes would feel right at home on an 80s Iron Maiden album. The voice acting is one of the biggest flaws in Etrian Odyssey Nexus. This isn¢ÃÂÂt because of the lack of English voice acting but how Atlus has implemented voices here. There are many situations where dialogue spoken doesn¢ÃÂÂt have any
subtitle. This is true for NPCs in the hub and also combat and exploration cues. For the unaware, when you walk on a spot that has something of interest, someone in the party usually mentions something. This is obviously not subtitled in English and is a problem if you turn off the voices in general if you aren¢ÃÂÂt a fan of a few of the voices here.
There isn¢ÃÂÂt any granular control over voices so it is either all or nothing. I get that adding an English dub is probably not financially feasible for a niche franchise on a handheld in its twilight years like this, but I expect all spoken dialogue to be subtitled at least. Etrian Odyssey Nexus does almost everything right. Fans who have played earlier
games will love it for how it celebrates the franchise. Newcomers can treat this like a greatest hits album that usually sees people dig deeper into main albums if they like what they hear and end up getting earlier games. Some newcomers might be overwhelmed by the classes available and find it a bit difficult to form a party with good synergy
though. The only caveat for playing this before the others is how going backwards will result in some great quality of life features not be there since each new entry added something worthwhile to the game be it through combat or mapmaking. It is sad that Atlus USA couldn¢ÃÂÂt end the franchise on 3DS with a full localisation that included English
Act. This one is the real stain in this way of a launch. I hope Persona Q2 see a better implementation of the Japanese voice just acting because you don't have some subtitled dialogue is irritating. Did you like it? Dãª a second to support Godisageek.com at Patreon! Ethrian Odyssey Nexus is a love letter for what he came earlier in San, and thus
compiled vain elements of each of the previous games. One of the largest elements is the maze. It is measured that the story progresses, it transpires that parts of lemuria are really other parts of the world that appear here in the archpion; Previous games - previous games maps. It is appropriate with the title Japanese Ethrian Odyssey X, with 'x' often
being used in the japan as "cross" as "crossover", in opposition to "10" as it is often used in the West. Nexus also works as a focal point connection between things; This time as a focal point between the games that came before. Nexus introduces a new area to explore within the world of Etrian Odyssey; A lost lake known as lemuria that was cut from
the rest of the world to now. Its accessibility has a bustle of adventurers to appear, desperate to bet their claims and find the treasures hidden inside. At the head of this exhibition, the princess is the Persion, occupying residence in a city in the part of a ship of a ship above the margins of this lost land, directing soldiers, explorers and adventurers in
the mystã © rivers below. San © Rie Ethrian Odyssey has always placed the gameplay in front of the story. Despite being a JRPG, the story is perfunct and only used as a backdrop. Case in point: the characters. No memorable personalities to join here. There is a faceless protagonist and the characters' party is composed of personalized creation. The
protagonist does not even participate in the combat; instead, acting Leader of the Guild of a group taking Lemuria. Omaking heavy lifting are all created and customized of an impressive amount of classes. More than any before in the series, there are now 19 classes to choose when creating a new guild member, including the new Hero class. Classes
are impressively diverse. There are doctors for healing, such as the Monk Pugilists, Gods of Cite Death, Ninja, Shogun and even the Farmers! Each has their own unique abilities, along with strengths and weaknesses. There is a huge amount of training and combinations available, and the ability to create new characters at any time and add them to
the list of potential characters. Those who played the previous titles of the series know that the characters and classes have another element to improve the fight and here that comes in the form of the subclass system of Etrian Odyssey IV, as opposed to the Etrian Odyssey V Promotion System. By creating a new character, each of the 19 classes has
one of the eight basic sprites or "Looks" to choose from. This is really just four sprites with an alternative color available for each. When the main sprite is selected, the hairs, eyes and skin colors of the character can be customized, besides being given a great selection of Japanese voices. Once the character is made, it can be recorded in the guild,
and from this collection a party can be built. This party can be composed of five characters divided between the front line and the rear line, with three slots in each, rewarding taking both varied attackers and body. Once the party is set up, there are many other things to do in the city. The city of the airship serves as a menu center outside the
dungeon exploration. At the Inn, the party can rest and save. In the Blacksmith, the items are to buy and sell - or the forge can be used to improve the equipment. At Tavern, missions can beFor a little more experience, and NPCs can be talked to. In Guild Hall, Hall, and parts can be customized. Finally, at the Mission headquarters, the main missions
that progress the game can be carried out along with maps of complete mazes or adding items and enemies to the codes. The strength of the series is in its signature gameplay. After taking some missions and a mission in the city, the next step of "explore" is quite literal. The mazes are explored in a first-person perspective, passing through a 3D area
on the upper screen with the D-PAD, while the lower screen is dedicated to cartography. The pen is used to draw a map of each area as it is explored; Drawing walls in the limits, placing multiple icons on the screen to track the appearance of points of interest and even using colors when needed to help cross the maze. It doesn't seem like a point of
sale, but any old school RPG'er will remember a simpler time to pick up a pen and paper as they played, and there is a strange addictive pleasure in mapping the world, setting reminders, as well as observing risks and traps. It becomes a necessity as the game continues and the tricks are introduced - again from previous titles - within the mazes. At
first, this means only a few areas where stepping on the ground causes damage, but later there are moving sections of the floor and one-way paths that can cause some scratch on the head. Out of the exploration, this hosts another old and favorite fan gameplay element: random encounters, which turn into classic turn-based combat encounters. Even
better, this fight is genuinely difficult. Going not to prepare normal or higher difficulties will result in a fast game. Each character can attack, use a skill, defend or use "force/increase" skills that allow a huge special attack to be used once per race arap arap - edadic Ã ratlov e otniribal od rias ed edadissecen amu etnemraluger ¡Ãh euq odnaredisnoc
,etnatimil etnemralucitrap ©Ã o£Ãn ossI .arromsam the too small bags, or because the story necessitates it with gated areas that require a chat to the princess to continue through. This backtracking adds to the fact that the game feels a little too long at points. There is almost double the usual amount of maps to explore, with most instalments in the
series clocking in at around 30-odd, while this has 62. The level scaling could have used some tuning, too. As it is at the moment, at various points the difficulty suddenly spikes and requires stopping to grind out some levels before continuing. This really is a highlight reel of the series, saying farewell to what Etrian Odyssey was before it is given a
whole new existence without its signature dual screen element. It's not just some labyrinths returning, as there are Easter-eggs, nods, and winks found abundantly throughout for those players who have been with the series for the long haul, such as favourites like Napier, who has taken to running the shop in the game, Wiglaf appearing early into
exploration, and even Shilleka playing a small role. Most importantly, though, the big names from outside the game return. Names like Yuzo Koshiro, a composer who has crafted some of the wonderful tracks from its history, many of which are showcased here from the previous entries. There are even some remixes bundled here and there. Alongside
these are a handful of original new compositions, all of which are wonderful. Also, while on the topic of audio, this is the first in the series to contain Japanese voices instead of English and it is far superior - much more fitting with the anime style. There are no replies to this review yet. Why not be the first? first?
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